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1. Introduction

1.1 

1.2 

The Mineral Planning Group Ltd (MPG) have been instructed by Armstrongs 

Aggregates Ltd to prepare a planning application and supporting statement 

for a revised and improved restoration scheme at Waddington Fell Quarry 

(‘The Site’).  

The revised restoration scheme would incorporate some 1.5 million tonnes of 

tunnel arisings from the proposed Bowland and Marl Hill sections of the wider 

Haweswater Aqueduct Resilience Programme (HARP). Planning applications 

for these sections are scheduled to be submitted some time in 2021. The 

tunnel / aqueduct is some 109km long and will provide drinking water to 

people and businesses in the North West of England.  

2. Site Description

2.1 Waddington Fell Quarry (WFQ) is a 25Ha sandstone quarry located some 4km 

north of the village of Waddington, Lancashire.  

2.2 The site has the benefit of planning permission (ref: 03/06/0095) for the 

extraction of sandstone and restoration to biodiverse habitats by 2023.  

2.3 The Site is accessed off Slaidburn Road (B6478) and is comprised of a 

weighbridge / site office, parking area, mineral processing area, some 10Ha of 

naturally regenerated habitats, water bodies and an active 10Ha extraction 

area.  

2.4 The Site is surrounded by open moorland and is located within The Forest of 

Bowland Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). 

2.5 The Site produces both building (dimension) stone and aggregates. The 

building stone products are used in the maintenance of heritage assets and to 

preserve / protect the local distinctiveness of the nearby, stone-built, towns 
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and villages where new development is consented.  The aggregates produced 

at WFQ are primarily used in building and construction works.  

3. Proposed Operations

3.1 The proposed amendments to The Site’s restoration scheme do not 

necessitate any changes to the current mineral extraction operations or day-

to-day ancillary mineral processing / handing operations.  

3.2 The proposals seek to diversify and improve the final habitats and landforms 

at WFQ upon restoration through the importation of suitable engineering 

material from the HARP Bowland and Marl Hill Section’s tunnel arisings to 

create topographically diverse landforms.  

3.3 Therefore, the principles of the current, approved, restoration scheme will be 

carried forward (biodiverse habitat creation) but with less emphasis being 

placed on forming one large water body in the base of the site surrounded by 

bare ground.  

3.4 Naturally regenerated areas which have been populated by locally appropriate 

vegetation will remain in-situ.  

3.5 The HARP Bowland and Marl Hill tunnel will be excavated in close proximity to 

WFQ (<3km) from which the arisings will be brought to surface at 3 No. local 

UU compounds before being loaded into HGVs and brought to site for 

emplacement.  

3.6 The arisings will be transported directly to the base of The Site where they will 

be deposited in phases and compacted by tracked excavator or dozer.   The 

process is then repeated in ‘lifts’ until the final approved restoration profile is 

achieved.  

4. Transport Summary
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Existing Conditions 

4.1 WFQ and the HARP Bowland and Marl Hill tunnel compounds are located on 

(or immediately adjacent to) the B6478 (Slaidburn Road) which is a single 

carriageway, national speed limit, highway connecting the villages of Newton 

in Bowland (NiB) to the north and Waddington (WTN) to the south.  To the 

north of NiB is the wider Forest of Bowland AONB including the villages of 

Slaidburn and Dunsop Bridge and to the south beyond Waddington is the 

large market town of Clitheroe.  

4.2 The length of the B6478 to be used in the delivery of tunnel arisings to WFQ is 

some 6.5Km as shown at Appendix A.  It should be noted that no towns or 

villages are passed along the length of the B6478 to be utilised.  

4.3 The length of highway to be utilised approaching WFQ from the south is 

characterised as being straight with good long-range visibility (several 

hundred metres) in both directions.   

4.4 The length of highway to be utilised approaching WFQ from the north is not 

as straight as the southern approach as the highway negotiates the localised 

topography.   

4.5 There are a cattle-grids at GR: SD 70848 48402 & SD 71875 48052 which are 

the only points along the identified route where road users may have to yield 

to oncoming traffic.   

4.6 WFQ’s current permitted vehicles movements are (Copy Planning Permission 

at Appendix B):  

• Averaged over one year, no more than 60 HGVs shall leave the site in

any one working day.

• No more than 85 HGVs shall leave the site on any one day.
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4.7 It is proposed to, temporarily, increase HGVs leaving the site to a maximum of 

175 in any one day with an average daily limit of 105.  These uplifted figures are 

only anticipated to be necessary for a one-year period (during the 

simultaneous TR3 & TR4 tunnel drives) after which the limits would reduce to 

100 and 65 respectively for the remainder of WFQ’s permitted restoration 

period.  

4.8 No HGVs are permitted to leave WFQ before 7am, this principle is to be 

retained in the revised restoration scheme application.   

Highway Impact Note 

4.9 The routing strategy attached at Appendix A, prepared by UU, clearly 

demonstrates how all nearby towns and villages can be avoided by utilising 

WFQ as the receptor for HARP Bowland and Marl Hill section tunnel arisings.  

4.10 The transport of tunnel arisings to WFQ from the tunnel compounds will 

operate as a ‘closed loop’.  HGVs departing a given tunnel compound will be 

driven directly to the quarry before returning to one of the 3 No. compounds. 

4.11 Between 1999 and 2019 there have been 3 No. incidents, involving goods 

vehicles, on the adopted highway network to be used in the transport of tunnel 

arisings to WFQ from the tunnel compounds.  2 No. have been classified as 

minor and 1 No. as severe, there have been no fatalities involving goods 

vehicles.  

4.12 WFQ has been operational (in some capacity) since, at least, 1850 and on a 

scale comparative to today’s operations since the 1970s.  The presence of 

quarry HGVs on the immediate highway network is, therefore, well-

established. 

4.13 WFQ has an effective and well-maintained bell-mouth entranceway with good 

visibility in both directions. 
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4.14 WFQ’s entrance is clearly marked by highway signage on the approach to The 

Site from both the north and south along the B6478. 

4.15 The proposed increase in HGV movements would constitute a temporary 

uplift in goods vehicles on the local highway network, ceasing in 2033 at the 

latest, but more likely before the end of 2030. 

4.16 We understand that the wider highway implications of the HARP have been 

/continue to be assessed by the applicant.  Furthermore, it is understood (and 

readily demonstrable) that the alternative, i.e. not utilising WFQ to accept the 

HARP Bowland and Marl Hill tunnel arisings, would lead to substantial 

detrimental impact to the highway network by virtue of transporting the 

material through towns and villages and over long-distances to operational 

sites elsewhere in the region.  

4.17 The transportation of material to WFQ is embedded in the Transport 

Assessement for the Bowland and Marl Hill planning applications and as such 

LCC Highways and the LPA will have the opportunity to scrutinise the 

acceptability of the proposals, in detail, upon submission of those 

applications.  The proposed importation of material to WFQ is solely from 

these aspects of the HARP and would not otherwise take place.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

5.1 It is proposed to amend and enhance WFQ’s restoration scheme through the 

importation of, as-dug, tunnel arisings from the UU HARP Bowland and Marl 

Hill sections.  

5.2 The proposed routing strategy identified by UU (Appendix A) circumvents 

local towns and villages, creating a closed loop between the quarry and tunnel 

compounds.  

5.3 The uplift in HGV movements on the local highway network is temporary, 

ceasing in 2033 at the latest, but more likely before 2030.  

5.4 The presence of HGVs on the local highway network is well-established as 

WFQ has been operational since the 19th century, and on a substantial scale 

since the 1970s.  

5.5 The temporary uplift in HGV numbers on the immediate highway network 

surrounding WFQ is reasonably considered to be, by far, the least impactful 

means to facilitate transportation of arisings away from the HARP.  The 

alternative would be to transport the tunnel arisings through local towns and 

villages over much greater distances to regional landfill or redevelopment 

sites; generating increased CO2 emissions, adverse impact upon amenity and 

highway safety. 
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Appendix A  

UU HARP Routing Strategy 
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Appendix B  

Waddington Fell Quarry Planning Permission 
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